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Abstract
LHC is ending 2017 with an unprecedented perfor-

mance. We analyse the possible next steps in machine de-
velopments to continue improving performance in coming
runs, upgrades and future accelerators.

INTRODUCTION
As shown in Fig. 1 it is foreseen that there will be 20

MD days in 2018, including one during the ion run, in five
MD blocks. 2018 is the last year before long shutdown 2
and therefore becomes a key year to obtain experimental
results which might be decisive for Run 3 and HL-LHC.
Figure 2 shows the Run 3 schedule along with the foreseen
intensity ramp-up in the injectors to reach HL-LHC target
beam parameters in 2024 (during the LHC long shutdown
3).

In order to start planning 2018 MDs a survey was con-
ducted among the MD teams in November-December 2017
to define MD requests for 2018 along with the required
time. The results of this survey are reported below together
with the prioritization from MD coordination.

MD PRIORITIES FOR 2018
MD coordination has established the following primary

goals for MDs in 2018:

• Define Run 3 optics and operational modes for im-
proved performance.

• Fully demonstrate HL-LHC optics (linear & non-
linear) and operational modes.

• Guarantee that LHC can take LIU beams in Run 3
MDs: instabilities, octupole strength & beam-beam.
Understand discrepancies to predictions and cures.

• Understand e-cloud & heat-load, demonstrate its
back-ups for HL-LHC, which are 8b4e and corre-
sponding mixed filling schemes. and mitigations
(doublets).

• Quantify luminosity gain from long-range wire com-
pensation.

• Finalize demonstration of crystal ion collimation.

• Understanding emittance blow-up throughout the cy-
cle, identifying sources, including noise sources and
exploring possible cures.

MD requests addressing these topics will get high priority.

MD REQUESTS FOR 2018

MD teams submitted 85 MD requests amounting to 40
days. Figure 3 summarizes all the MD request by cate-
gories. Based on past experience, ramp-down and machine
availability reduce the efficiency of MDs to about 70%. To
realize all the requested MDs about 57 days would be re-
quired. This is almost a factor 3 more days than foreseen
in the draft schedule.

The complete list of MD requests can be found in [2].
MD requests have been classified into first and second pri-
orities according to the criteria given in the previous sec-
tion for an MD to be first priority. As a result the number
of high priority MD days has been reduced to 24. Figure 4
illustrates the new situation highlighting in yellow the high
priority requests. High priority MD requests are given in
Table 1 grouped by categories. Taking efficiency into ac-
count 34 MD days would be required to carry out all high
priority requests successfully.

SUMMARY & OUTLOOK

Due to 2018 being a strategic year for LHC Run 3 oper-
ation and for the HL-LHC project a large demand of MDs
is being experienced. Even after a strong prioritization the
foreseen MD days in 2018 are not sufficient to accomplish
all the high priority MDs. Finding synergies between dif-
ferent MDs and dedicating more machine time to MDs in
2018 are options to be explored in order to maximize the
number of high priority MDs in 2018.

MD notes report about the experimental MD results. It
is required for the MD teams to write MD notes in order to
obtain more MD time. In Run 2, between 2015 and 2017,
about 145 MD studies have taken place and 77 MD notes
have already been written [3]-[94].

Concerning the question of the optimum MD block
length, in 2017 it was demonstrated that a 7.5 days long
MD block could be carried out successfully, however MD
teams had to make an exhausting effort. MD blocks of few
days have also been carried out in the past, however split-
ting a given number of days per year into short blocks leads
to more interruptions of physics and therefore a larger over-
head. Figure 5 shows an sketch of these two arguments.
From experience the optimum MD block length is between
3 and 5 days.
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Figure 1: LHC 2018 official schedule in December 2017. 20 MD days are foreseen for 2018, with one day being during
the ion run.
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Figure 2: Foreseen LHC Run III schedule and target integrated luminosity together with the expected injector bunch
intensity [1] at the desired brightness for 25 ns beam.
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Figure 3: Requested MD days grouped by categories
amounting to a total of 40 days.
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Figure 4: Requested MD days grouped by categories high-
liting in yellow the time requested for high priority studies,
which amounts to a total of 24 days.

MD request Hours
Optics

Flat ATS optics (with BBLR, leveling, etc) 60
Round ATS optics 40

Collimation
Test of collimator coating robustness 8
Impedance measurements and hierarchy 8
Crystal collimation tests with protons 16
Halo population by collimation scraping 8
Asymmetric coll. settings in IR7 8
Collimation quench tests with proton 8
Coll. alignment + machine learning 16

Instabilities
Train instability versus brightness 8
Stability margin with ADT (low noise) 8
Real tuneshift & growth time 8
Instabilities with low chromaticity 8
Instabilities with low ADT gain 8
Landau damping with BBLR & LOF<0 8

e-cloud
High intensity 8b+4e 16
Doublets MD2456 24
e-cloud in 25ns beams 16

OMC
HL-LHC DA 16
IR b6 correction for HL-LHC 16
Tune jitter measurements at 6.5 TeV 6
Resonance driving terms based corrs. 8
Reaching the 10−4 coupling 8

OP
β∗ leveling 16
β-beating free Full Ramp&Squeeze 8
Beam losses during adjust 10
Cross-calibration of emittance monitors 16

Incoherent effects & Wire
Emittance growth sources 8
Incoherent emittance blow-up 8
BBHO limit and high/low freq. noise 16
BBLR limits at β∗ =25cm 8
Wire: Various optics & leveling 42

Ions
Crystal collimation for ions 16
BFPP quench test 10

RF
Divergence of controlled emitt. blow-up 8
Instabilities and minimum voltage at inj. 8
Coupled-bunch stability 8

ABT
80b + injection kicker ripple 4
Beam loss during asynch dump 8

MP
Orbit bump to measure IP6-TCT margins 8
Quench heater kick 10
CCs failures with ADT-crabbed beams 6

Table 1: High priority MD requests and requested time.
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Figure 5: The optimum block length minimizes the dis-
turbances to physics while not exhausting MD teams with
too long MD blocks. From experience the balance between
overall efficiency and stress is observed for block lengths
between 3 and 5 days.

tors for making MDs possible and for providing input to
this report.
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